Temperature driven changes of the graphene edge structure on Ni(111): substrate vs. hydrogen passivation
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ABSTRACT

Atomic-scale description of the structure of graphene edges on Ni(111), both during and post growth, is obtained by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) in combination with density functional theory (DFT). During growth, at 470°C, fast STM (250 ms/image) evidences graphene flakes anchored to the substrate, with the edges exhibiting zigzag or Klein structure depending on the orientation. If growth is frozen, the flake edges hydrogenate and detach from the substrate, with hydrogen reconstructing the Klein edges.
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The electronic, magnetic, and chemical properties of graphene and graphitic nanostructures are strongly influenced by the presence and the structure of their edges\textsuperscript{1-8}. In free-standing graphene, two main types of edge structures are possible, oriented at 90° from each other: zigzag and armchair\textsuperscript{9-13}. Along the zigzag direction, a subset of further reconstructions has been evidenced, both theoretically and experimentally, including: (i) the so-called “5-7” reconstruction, with pentagons/heptagons arranged in a double periodicity\textsuperscript{11-15}; (ii) the Klein edge (k), a zigzag edge with an additional carbon bonded to each terminating zigzag C atom\textsuperscript{16,17}; (iii) the reconstructed Klein (rk) edge, where the additional C atoms in the k edge bind in couples forming ending pentagons\textsuperscript{18,19}.

When growing graphene by chemical vapour deposition (CVD), as usually done for large-scale production, the edge morphology, as well as its properties, are strongly influenced by the interaction with the substrate\textsuperscript{20-26}. Furthermore, the edge-substrate interaction also plays a major role in the dynamics of graphene formation, steering the growth process\textsuperscript{27-30} and the flake orientation\textsuperscript{31}. These effects are particularly relevant in case of graphene epitaxial growth on substrates with a small lattice mismatch, as Ni(111) and Co(0001), where the metal surface breaks the symmetry of the hexagonal lattice, thus necessarily yielding two inequivalent structures on adjacent edges of hexagonal islands\textsuperscript{32,33}. Recently, Prezzi et al.\textsuperscript{33} in a joint theoretical and experimental work nicely demonstrated the presence of zigzag and Klein structures on inequivalent edges on graphene islands on Co(0001). The final C atoms are always placed over surface hollow sites and passivated by the substrate. Inequivalent edges were also experimentally imaged on Ni(111) by Garcia-Lekue et al., and tentatively assigned to zigzag and 5-7 structures\textsuperscript{24}, although this suggestion was confuted by a more recent theoretical work\textsuperscript{32}, identifying zigzag and Klein as the most stable structures also on this surface. It has to be noted,
though, that experimental investigations, as well as theoretical calculations, were performed at cryogenic temperatures, i.e. far away both from the conditions relevant for growth and from those relevant for the operation of graphene-based devices.

In this paper, we investigate the atomic structure of graphene edges on Ni(111) both during growth at 470°C and after cooling down to room temperature (RT), by Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM) in combination with Density Functional Theory (DFT). For the first time, we unambiguously reveal the effect of residual hydrogen, which is always present in growth processes, on the atomic structure of graphene islands. At 470°C, zigzag (z) and Klein (k) structures form adjacent edges in hexagonal and irregularly shaped islands. We demonstrate that at growth temperatures the edge is passivated by binding to the metal substrate, while upon cooling the flake edges detach from the substrate, most likely due to hydrogenation of the terminal edge C atoms. Furthermore, the binding of H atoms converts the Klein into reconstructed Klein (rk) terminations.

The high-resolution STM image in Figure 1(a) reveals the structure of the two inequivalent adjacent edges of graphene islands over Ni(111) at RT, i.e. in post-growth conditions. Since atomic resolution is achieved here on both the graphene island and the surrounding clean Ni(111), we can place a grid intersecting on top of the metal substrate atoms, as shown in the inset. Extending the grid on the graphene region, we can safely identify the structure of the island as top-fcc, where the bright features in the lower part of the rhombic cells of the grid correspond to C atoms in hollow fcc sites. This is statistically the most abundant configuration on this surface. Looking at the grid, it is also clear that all edges are aligned along the substrate lattice <0-11> and <-101> directions, and terminate with C atoms in hollow (or near-hollow) sites, as for graphene/Co(0001). Such preference, along with the threefold symmetry of the substrate,
impedes the formation of only zigzag edges, as explained also in ref 32. This is visualized in the schematic model in Figure 1(b): only along three of the six high-symmetry directions of the substrate, a graphene flake can be cut in such a way that its edge is made of terminal C atoms sitting in hollow sites and forming a zigzag with the second line C atoms. In the other three directions, i.e. at the adjacent or opposite sides, the edge with C in hollow results in a Klein geometry. In addition, in the experimental images the Klein geometry seems further reconstructed into a double periodicity configuration, which in principle can be related to both rk and 5-7 edges.
Figure 1. Graphene edges on Ni(111). (a) STM image acquired at RT and showing a graphene island (right) grown on top of a Ni terrace (left) \([V=-10\text{mV}, I=20\text{nA}]\). Inset: a grid intersecting on top of the Ni atoms is drawn on a zoom in (a). A two-color scale is used to better highlight the Ni atoms. (b) Stick-and-ball model of a graphene layer on Ni(111). Blue lines indicate cuts passing at hollow C atoms and oriented along the six high-symmetry directions. The expected
inequivalent edges of the resulting graphene island are marked as z (zigzag) and k (Klein). A unit cell is highlighted.

Once clarified the effect of the substrate symmetry on the edge structure, we focus on the detailed analysis of the edge morphology at the atomic level. We first investigate a graphene flake during growth. As we discussed in a previous paper\textsuperscript{35}, different routes are possible for CVD graphene formation on Ni(111): carbide conversion, embedded growth on clean Ni, seeded growth on top of C-contaminated Ni. It is possible to selectively discriminate between the three routes by a careful control on the CVD parameters (in particular growth temperature and initial substrate contamination). We choose here to follow a seeded growth at 470°C without hydrocarbon exposure, which gives graphene flakes directly growing above the clean Ni substrate, without any intermediate carbide phase, with an average front velocity estimated to be higher than 0.2 nm/s. Due to this high growth speed, a direct imaging of the growing edges with conventional STM scan rates typically achievable by commercial microscopes is impossible. Conversely, our innovative FAST scan system (see Methods) allows us to observe rapidly evolving structures with atomic resolution. In the left column of Figure 2(a) and (c) a frame acquired in 250 ms in quasi-constant height mode (see Methods) on two inequivalent edges is shown. The appearance of the images already suggests that they correspond to z and k edges, respectively. Notably, at variance with the edges imaged at RT (see Figure 1), at 470°C we never see a double periodicity in any edge orientation, which rules out “5-7” and rk reconstructions. The identification of the edge structures as z and k is confirmed by our DFT calculations, which give simulated images in excellent agreement with the experimental ones (central column in Figure 2(a) and (c)). The exclusion of different configurations is further corroborated by the
comparison between experimental and simulated STM images, and by energetics (see Supporting Information). DFT predicts that z and k edges are well stabilized by a strong binding with the substrate of the terminal C atoms in hollow-fcc sites, that bend towards the metal, as clearly visible in the optimized structure of the corresponding stick-and-ball models in Figure 2(a) and (c). The edge–metal bond has a covalent nature, as confirmed not only by the optimized DFT structure, but also by the plot of the calculated electronic charge density shown in Figure 3. A similar effect (i.e. bending induced by the covalent graphene-edge/substrate binding) was observed also on Ir(111)\textsuperscript{27}, to our knowledge the only previous experimental work probing the edge–metal interaction during growth. The bending at the edges results in a reduced brightness of the last row of C atoms in both simulated and experimental STM images of the edges, regardless of their z or k structure, as for graphene edges on Co(0001) imaged at 4.9 K\textsuperscript{33}.

**Figure 2.** Atomic structure of graphene edges on Ni(111) along the 2 inequivalent directions, imaged at different temperatures. Notice that images and models in (c) and (d) are rotated with respect to images and models in (a) and (b). (a,c) FAST STM images acquired in 250 ms during
growth at 470°C in quasi-constant height mode (left), constant height DFT-simulated images (center) and stick-and-ball models of the calculated geometries (right). (b,d) Post-growth STM images acquired at RT in constant current mode (left), constant current DFT-simulated images (center) and stick-and-ball models of the calculated geometries (right). Scanning parameters: (a,c) experimental parameters: V=+9mV, I=1.3nA; distance of 0.5 Å from graphene for DFT images; (b,d) experimental parameters: V=+200mV, I=20nA; integrated density of states isovalue of $7 \times 10^{-5} |e|/a^3_0$. for DFT images. In all stick-and-ball models red (grey) balls are C (Ni) atoms, while small green balls are H atoms. On all images red (green) dots are drawn at the position of C (H) atoms.

If the growth is quenched by cooling the sample to RT before completion of the monolayer, supported graphene flakes as that in Figure 1(a) result. Experimental high-resolution STM images acquired in constant current mode at RT (see left column in Figure 2(b) and (d)) reveal the atomic structure of the two inequivalent edges along the directions exhibiting, respectively, $z$ and $k$ geometry at the growth temperature. These images clearly show important differences with respect to the corresponding ones acquired at the growth temperature. Strikingly, this time no reduction of the brightness for the last row of C atoms, but rather a sharp step is observed for both the $z$ and the $k$ edges. Furthermore, along the direction corresponding to $k$ geometry (Figure 2(d)), the protruding hollow C atoms are apparently joined into couples, giving rise to pentagons, suggesting a “5-7” or a rk reconstruction. A closer look at the STM image in comparison with a superimposed stick-and-ball model of the “5-7” geometry allows us to exclude this reconstruction, while the position of the brightest spots is compatible with the rk structure, as evidenced in the figure by the superimposed red dots.
Still, the observed experimental images are not compatible with our simulated images of any kind of “clean” graphene edges passivated by the Ni(111) substrate (for rk imaging see Supporting Information). Thus, in order to retrieve the experimental brightness we have to passivate the edges in a different way. Considering that H₂ is the most abundant contaminant in any UHV system and that graphene edges can be hydrogenated, certainly in free-standing flakes, but even on metal substrates if exposed to atomic H, we examine in details the interaction of the graphene edges with an H₂ molecule. Firstly we consider the possibility that the H₂ molecule is directly trapped and dissociated by the ending C atoms. Our simulations show that indeed dissociation would take readily place if the impinging molecule gets close enough to the edge, but indicate also that the molecule can experience a significant barrier when approaching from the gas phase. A thorough search for a specific low-barrier approaching channel would require extensive calculations that are out of the scope of this work. On the other side, it is well known that the H₂ molecule easily dissociates on the Ni(111) surface, with a DFT estimated activation barrier ranging from few meV to a maximum of 0.10 eV. Our DFT calculations show that atomic hydrogen can indeed easily access and hydrogenate the graphene edges (see Supporting Information), thus yielding a stable structure with one H atom bound to each terminal C atom. Once hydrogenated, the edge is no longer bent towards the substrate, due to the breaking of the covalent bonds with the metal. This is clearly visible in the optimized structures shown by the stick-and-ball models in Figure 2(b) and (d), in the corresponding calculated charge density plots and atomic projected density of states in Figure 3. The central column in Figure 2(b) shows a simulated image of a hydrogenated z edge (hereafter named z₁, with reference to the number of H atoms bound to each terminal C atom). The resemblance with the experimental image is now evident. Even more striking is the effect of the
hydrogenation on the k edge. Here the presence of the H atoms not only breaks the bonds with the metal, but also forces the protruding C atoms to bend towards each other into couples forming closed pentagons, thus turning the “clean” k into a hydrogenated rk (hereafter rk1) edge. Again, the simulated STM image of such structure is in remarkable agreement with the experimental one (compare central and left column in Figure 2(d)). To further support our identification of hydrogenated edges at RT, we want to highlight that combining the available information about H$_2$ dissociative adsorption on Ni(111) with the results of our simulations for the edge hydrogenation by means of the resulting adsorbed H atoms, we deduce that the overall hydrogenation process of the graphene/Ni(111) edge is exothermic and practically barrierless: an energy gain of more than 1 eV/terminal C atom with respect to the molecule impinging from the gas phase is found, more precisely 1.17 (1.09) eV/terminal C atom for z (k) edges respectively (see Figure 4). It is worth to point out that the hydrogenation process of the edges is favored despite the breaking of the covalent bonds with the substrate acts in the opposite direction, requiring an energy cost. For comparison, the hydrogenation of the z and rk edges in free-standing graphene (where k is not stable) would give a DFT energy gain more than twice as large as in case of adsorption on Ni(111): precisely, 2.65 (2.67) eV/terminal C atom for z (rk) edges, respectively.
Figure 3. DFT calculated electronic properties of z, z1, k and rk1 graphene edges on Ni(111). Upper and middle panels: electron density difference plots, obtained subtracting the electron density distribution of the graphene and of the substrate calculated separately from that of the total system. For each configuration, side (upper panels) and top (middle panels) views are shown, with the essential parts of the corresponding stick-and-ball models superimposed for reference; dashed lines indicate the planes chosen for the electron density plots; blue/red colors correspond to electron depletion/accumulation ranging from -15 to $+15 \times 10^{-3}\text{e}/\text{a}^3$. In the upper panels, the height of the terminal C atoms with respect to the Ni substrate is also indicated. Lower panels: DFT spin-resolved atomic projected density of states (PDOS) of the atoms relevant to the edge. Positive/negative values are for spin up/down.
In Figure 3 we also show the density of states projected onto the atoms relevant to the edge, i.e., onto the terminal edge C atoms (named edge C in figure) and the closest surface Ni atoms (edge Ni). For comparison, the projections onto the C atoms in fcc-hollow site (C fcc-h) and the surface Ni atoms far from the edge (Ni) are also shown, corresponding to those reported in the bottom panel of Figure SI1 of ref 34 for an infinite graphene layer. While in the hydrogen passivated edge (z1 and rk1) only small differences are visible for the terminal C atoms with respect to the infinite layer case, a large variation can be observed in the z and k edges, due to the substrate passivation and in particular to the stronger hybridization with the Ni electronic d-states.

DFT predicts also other stable hydrogenated configurations with a different number of H atoms, whose presence is however excluded when comparing their simulated STM images with experimental ones.

Since H$_2$ is always present, typically as the most abundant component of the residual atmosphere in all growth chambers, this hydrogenation process is highly probable. Furthermore, the possible existence of hydrogenated graphene edges for CVD graphene in UHV conditions was previously suggested also on the Ir(111) surface$^{20}$. H is strongly bound to the edge C atoms: we imaged the islands at different temperatures in the 25-300°C range after hydrogenation, and they never changed their appearance, always exhibiting a sharp profile and a clear z1 and rk1 geometry. This is in good agreement with the stability of the CH groups at the edges of graphene islands on metal substrates$^{36}$ and with the barrier of at least 1 eV predicted by DFT for the dehydrogenation process (right to left in Figure 4 – see also Supporting Information).
**Figure 4.** DFT energy diagram of the most favored configurations of graphene edges on Ni(111) upon hydrogenation and dehydrogenation. The dashed lines do not indicate the details of possible hydrogenation/dehydrogenation paths but are just a guide to join z with z1 and k with rk1. Zero energy corresponds to the substrate passivated configurations and H₂ molecules in gas phase; precisely, one molecule for each pair of terminal C atoms of the edge is considered in order to keep the same stoichiometry of the corresponding single-hydrogen passivated configuration; the energy values are reported here per terminal C atom. The DFT calculations are performed at 0K, and the temperature labels refer therefore to the conditions of experimental observations. Zero point energies are not included, since, from the values reported in literature for the H₂ molecule and the H-C bond at the z1 edge⁵⁵, their contribution to the energy differences is not significant.

Upon heating to T>300°C, experiments indicate that the growth process is restored and a complete graphene layer forms. At such temperature, the dehydrogenation barriers predicted by
DFT can be overcome: the C-H bonds break and H₂ molecules form and desorb. Therefore, although the energetics would be unfavorable in presence of hydrogen, upon heating hydrogen is removed and the edge passivation occurs again through the substrate.

Finally, we underline that we investigated the edge structure also during and after growth under hydrocarbon exposure, finding results similar to those presented above, as expected on the basis of our calculations of the ground-state structures with and without hydrogen at the edges.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that temperature acts as a control parameter driving the structure of graphene/Ni(111) edges by changing their passivation. When graphene forms above a Ni(111) substrate (i.e. at T>300°C), during the growth process its edges are clean and anchored to the metal substrate, as predicted by Zhang et al.³⁰ Growing graphene flakes are thus sealed, most probably thereby hindering the penetration of ad-species below the flake. Upon cooling to RT, the growth is stopped and supported graphene flakes result. The edges of the flakes are now hydrogenated via dissociation of H₂ molecules from the residual background gas pressure. If the growth is carried out under C₂H₄ exposure, residual hydrogen or radicals from hydrocarbon dissociation could also contribute to this process. At RT the flake edges are detached from the substrate, thus potentially favoring the intercalation of other species below graphene. The hydrogenated structure is highly stable upon heating, until the growth process is restored at T>300°C; hydrogen effects have therefore to be taken into account when considering possible applications of graphene flakes on Ni substrates. This mechanism to trap and release hydrogen can in part be responsible for the enhanced hydrogen storage capability in carbon-based nanocomposites⁴¹,⁴², making sp²-type edges in direct contact with metals an active site for hydrogen storage at low pressure.
We believe that the comprehension of the edge structures during growth provided here is fundamental to devise better ways to control the growth of regular, defect-free graphene layers on Ni substrates, as well as the formation of hybrid structures. The understanding of the different passivation when changing the temperature can turn into a valuable mean to functionalize graphene flakes as well as to facilitate intercalation.

**METHODS.** The experiments were performed in a UHV system (base pressure $1 \times 10^{-10}$ mbar) equipped with standard sample preparation facilities and with an Omicron VT-STM. Epitaxial graphene was prepared on a Ni(111) single crystal by annealing at 400-500°C with or without exposure to ethylene ($p = 2 \times 10^{-7}$ mbar). Room temperature STM images were acquired in constant current mode with typical scanning parameters $I = 1-30$ nA and $V_b = \pm 200$ mV. High temperature STM measurements were performed using FAST\textsuperscript{43}, an innovative add-on module for increasing the imaging frequency of commercial scanning probe microscopes up to video-rate and beyond. In the experiments here discussed, image time-series were acquired in quasi-constant height mode with a frame rate of 4Hz (fast scanning frequency of 800 Hz). This rate allowed us to acquire static images of the graphene edges at 470°C with atomic resolution ($I=1-10$ nA, $V_b = \pm 200$ mV).

Spin-polarized DFT calculations are performed with the plane-wave-based suite Quantum ESPRESSO\textsuperscript{44} employing the Generalized Gradient Approximation for the exchange-correlation functional in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parametrization (GGA-PBE)\textsuperscript{45}, using ultrasoft pseudopotentials in the Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos formulation\textsuperscript{46}. For Ni, the nonlinear core-correction is included, and d states are considered in valence. Semiempirical corrections accounting for the van der Waals interactions are included with the DFT-D approach\textsuperscript{47}. A Γ-centered $7 \times 1 \times 1$ k-point mesh is typically used for Brillouin zone integration.\textsuperscript{48} Other technical
details, such as the smearing parameter\textsuperscript{49} and the kinetic energy cutoff for the plane wave basis set, are the same as in ref 34. We use periodically repeated supercells with a 5-layer Ni slab, with a graphene ribbon on one side of the slab. The Ni lattice parameter is used, and the graphene is slightly stretched (the surface lattice mismatch is about 1\%). As explained in ref 33, the ribbon has necessarily one edge of type z and the opposite one of type k or rk if terminal C atoms are on fcc-hollow sites. The in-plane periodicity in the direction [-101] or [0-11] is dictated by the edge structure, and therefore it is simply equal to or at most twice the side of the Ni(111) surface unit cell. In the direction orthogonal to the edge, the period is much longer in order to isolate parallel edges, both those pertaining to the same ribbon and those pertaining to two adjacent ribbons, separated by a region of clean Ni surface. We use ribbons 4.2 nm large, corresponding to 39 rows of C atoms, with periodically repeated images separated by 1.4 nm, to ensure that the central part of the ribbon recovers the features of the infinite graphene layer, and that the central part of the clean Ni region has the same appearance of a clean Ni surface in the simulated STM image. The graphene ribbon and the last three Ni layers are allowed to relax when optimizing the atomic positions.

STM images are simulated within the Tersoff-Hamann approximation\textsuperscript{50}, according to which the tunneling current is proportional to the energy-Integrated electronic Local Density of States (ILDOS). Specifically, we use the conventional cutting of the ILDOS at a constant height to simulate the quasi-constant height mode of FAST STM scan. Instead, in order to mimic the constant-current experimental STM images acquired post-growth, we map an ILDOS iso-surface lying within a certain height range over the graphene. Ball models are rendered with the XCrySDen software\textsuperscript{51}.
The energy gain upon hydrogenation is estimated calculating the difference of the total energies of two systems that differ for the configuration of only one of the two edges due to the hydrogen atoms, whereas the other edge is the same: in one case the hydrogen atoms are in gas phase, in the other are adsorbed on the edge. Zero point energies are not included, since they would add only a small correction to the energy gain.
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**Supporting Information.** The analysis of additional possible edge structures, as well as more details on the hydrogenation process, the thermodynamics of the different systems, and the convergence of energetics, structural and electronic properties with the ribbons width. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at [http://pubs.acs.org](http://pubs.acs.org).
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